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Outline

• The people and the language
• Morphosyntactic structures

• Noun phrase
• Clause
• Sentence

• Functions:
• Semantic
• Discourse/pragmatic
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The Secoyas
• Total population: ± 1000 (70% in 

Peru, 30% in Ecuador)
• In Peru: 9 communities around the 

Putumayo River (Peru-Colombia 
border).

• The language is still strong in Peru
• Growing bilingualism, changing 

attitudes among youth

(Vallejos 2013a)
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Secoya: typological profile

§ Head final, relative flexibility on constituent ordering
§ Head and depending marking 
§ Differential case marking
§ Moderate agglutination and fusion
§ Mostly suffixing
§ Evidentiality: direct/indirect evidence
§ Several multiverb constructions

(Vallejos 2013a, 2013b, Vallejos & Schwarz 2016, Schwarz 2018)
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Classification in Secoya
• Gender system: based on the natural sex of animates
• Classifier system: shape-based for inanimates

(Johnson & Levinsohn 1990: 25-26)

• Secoya also categorizes referents via posture verbs to indicate
canonical/non-canonical orientation

(Vallejos, In prep)
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Shape

Shape includes (Seifart 2005: 182): 

• dimensionality (1D, 2D, 3D)
• axial geometry (long / thick / wide)
• curved vs. straight edges
• negative spaces (hollow / solid)
• orientated axis (pointedness)
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Shape

• Forms in gray are not 
included in Johnson & 
Levinsohn 1990

• Homophony needs to be
further evaluated

Table 1: Classifiers documented in the corpus 
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Animacy
Table 2: Pluralization of inanimate nouns
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Animacy Table 3: Pluralization of animates
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Gender
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Gender
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Noun phrase
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Noun phrase
à There is no shape or number agreement between an inanimate head 
noun and its modifier(s).
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Noun phrase
à There is also no obligatory gender agreement between an animate head 
noun and its modifier(s).
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Clause

Table 9: Direct evidence
Imperfective Perfective Distant past

3M -hi -pi -ãʔ-hiʔi (-ña)
3F -ko -o -ãʔ-koʔu (-ña)

NON3SG -ʤɨ -wɨ -ãʔ-wɨʔɨ (-ña)

Table 10: Indirect evidence
Imperfective Perfective Distant past

2/3SG.M -kɨ -i -ãʔ-kɨ (-ña)
2/3SG.F -ko -o -ãʔ-ko(-ña)
NON2/3SG -ʤe -re -ãʔ-ʤe (-ña)

à The nominal instantiation of arguments is optional, the person suffixes 
express arguments on their own.

(These paradigms apply to “general” verbs. There are other paradigms for i-verbs, copulas)
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Clause
à If the subjects are instantiated via noun phrases, demonstratives, or 
pronouns, the gender of the referent is cross-indexed in the main verb.
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Clause
à inanimate arguments and some animals take female markers
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Sentence
• Secoya sentences can contain various types of non-finite verbs. They 

encode the gender/number of the S/A argument.

• Converb: a dependent verb; the converb and the main verb portray a 
single state of affairs 
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Sentence
à The gender/number of the S/A argument is encoded in the co-verb (in 
green) and co-indexed in the main verb (in yellow).
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Sentence

• Nominalizers encode gender and animacy  
• Loci: verbs, numbers, demonstratives

[ -kwei < -ko-waʔi] 

Table 13: Nominalizers
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Sentence
à Gender/number is encoded in the nominalized form (in green) and co-
indexed in the main verb (in yellow).
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Functions
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Functions

• Semantic: 
• derivation of new nouns
• differentiation of referents
• individuation (counting, deictic reference)

• Discourse/pragmatic:
• Referent identification: anaphoric, deictic
• Reference management: definite, referential, foregrounded/backgrounded
• Re-presentation of referents: re-classification, change in perspective

(Contini-Morava & Kilarski 2013; but see also Seifart & Payne 2007, Grinevald 2000)
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Classifiers and lexicogenesis
CLASSIFIER MEANING

wea ‘corn’

wea-ʤɨ plant ‘corn plant’

wea-wɨ cylinder ‘ear of corn’

wea-ka small sphere ‘clove corn’

wea-pa flat ‘cornfield’

wea-ão food ‘corn tortilla’

wea tsio farm ‘corn farm’

we kõno drink ‘corn beer’

wea neʔña flour ‘corn flour’

CLASSIFIER MEANING
k̰%ña ‘something hard’

k̰%ña-pɨ sphere ‘pot’ (aluminum)

k̰%ña-wɨ container/tube ‘bottle’ (glass)

k̰%ña-ka small sphere ‘bullet’

k̰%ña-ro hollow ‘cup’ (glass, aluminum)

k̰%ña-tɨki hard-flat.round ‘plate (glass, aluminum)’
tsoʔko-tɨki bark-flat.round ‘tiesto’ (plate to cook cassava)

!t̃sɨ-tɨki sun-flat.round ‘watch’
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Anaphoric reference
à Classifiers on ordinal numbers function as appositive phrases; they elaborate 
about a participant
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Anaphoric reference
à They appear on demonstratives to help identify a referent or to keep 
track of an already stablished referent
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Disambiguation, contrast?
à Gender/number/shape markers often appear on numbers to restrict the set 
of potential referents, cf. Dik’s restrictive focus.
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Gender indexing of animals in the corpus
FEMININE INDEXING MASCULINE INDEXING

MAMMALS female tiger, tapir, agouti, raccoon, coto
monkey, collared peccary (sajino), tayatsu
peccary (huangana), bushdog
(sachaperro), choro monkey

male tiger, dear, giraffe, cat, mouse, 
dog, choro monkey

BIRDS woodpecker, heron, pucacunga, 
bird (!t̃sɨtara)

chicken, duck, macaw, hummingbird, 
bird (konotsotõpɨ), bird (!t̃sɨtara)

FISH fasaco sabalo
INSECTS avispa (ʤiʤe) avispa (uti), taracoa ant, 

AMPHIBIOUS female frog male frog 
REPTILES carachupa turtle motelo turtle
BODY PARTS tiger’s mouth, hummingbird’s pick, 

giraffe’s skin, giraffe’s neck
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Layers of “speaker’s perspective”
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Summary
àThe distinctions of animacy, gender, and shape get neutralized in several ways 

in different grammatical constructions
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Final remarks
• Categorization devices in Secoya encode three sets of semantic values: animacy, 

gender, shape
• These distinctions are neutralized in several ways in different grammatical constructions
• Nouns with inanimate referents take feminine indexation, but the gender values for 

animals is not fully predictable
• Gender markers operate primarily as cross-indexes in the main verb, converbs, clause 

chains, and nominalized constructions. 
• All the markers participate in lexicogenesis.
• In discourse, these markers:

• make anaphoric reference to stablished participants 
• help with identification and reference tracking 
• contribute to the representation of multiple perspectives

• How does Secoya fit in current typologies?
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